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This chapter has been published in the
Journal of Clinical Oncology 23, 3331 (2005).

At present, clinically useful markers predicting response of primary breast carcinomas to either
doxorubicin-cyclophosphamide (AC) or doxorubicin-docetaxel (AD) are lacking. We investigated whether
gene expression profiles of the primary tumor could be used to predict treatment response to either of
those chemotherapy regimens. Within a single-institution, randomized, phase II trial, patients with
locally advanced breast cancer received six courses of either AC (n= 24) or AD (n= 24) neoadjuvant
chemotherapy. Gene expression profiles were generated from core-needle biopsies obtained before treat-
ment and correlated with the response of the primary tumor to the chemotherapy administered. Addi-
tionally, pretreatment gene expression profiles were compared with those in tumors remaining after
chemotherapy.

Ten (20 %) of 48 patients showed a (near) pathologic complete remission of the primary tumor after
treatment. No gene expression pattern correlating with response could be identified for all patients or
for the AC or AD groups separately. The comparison of the pretreatment biopsy and the tumor excised
after chemotherapy revealed differences in gene expression in tumors that showed a partial remission
but not in tumors that did not respond to chemotherapy. No gene expression profile predicting the
response of primary breast carcinomas to AC- or AD-based neoadjuvant chemotherapy could be detected
in this interim analysis. More subtle differences in gene expression are likely to be present but can only
be reliably identified by studying a larger group of patients. Response of a breast tumor to neoadjuvant
chemotherapy results in alterations in gene expression.

Over the last three decades, neoadjuvant chemo-
therapy has been used for patients with locally
advanced breast cancer251. More recently,
patients with large tumors also have become eli-
gible for neoadjuvant chemotherapy to reduce
the tumor size and increase the possibility of
breast-conserving treatment.

Depending on the chemotherapy regimen
used, the objective response rates, includ-
ing both complete and partial remission (PR),
amount to 60 %, with up to 15 % of the patients
having a complete remission 50,252. In general,
breast-conserving therapy can be performed in
more than 50 % of the patients treated with
neoadjuvant chemotherapy72.

Patients achieving a pathologic complete
remission (pCR) after neoadjuvant chemo-
therapy have a better survival compared with

patients who do not achieve a pCR23,29,253.
Therefore, pCR can be used as a surrogate end
point to assess the response to adjuvant chemo-
therapy18,252.

At present, a commonly used regimen for
neoadjuvant chemotherapy in breast cancer is
the combination of doxorubicin and cyclophos-
phamide (AC) because anthracyclinebased regi-
mens show high response rates. However, resis-
tance to these therapies can exist or develop
under primary therapy254.

Several trials have reported good response
rates for taxane-containing regimens255,256. Doc-
etaxel is a potent taxane in monotherapy. It
also shows high activity in combination with
doxorubicin257 and activity in anthracycline-
resistant disease258,259. Recent studies describe
significantly improved overall response rates in
metastatic breast cancer patients treated with a
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combination of doxorubicin and docetaxel (AD)
compared with patients treated with AC260.

Because the objective response rates after pri-
mary chemotherapy in locally advanced breast
cancer are 40 % to 60 %, a part of the patients
undergoing neoadjuvant therapy suffer from the
side effects without benefiting from the treat-
ment. Furthermore, in patients with progressive
disease, valuable time for efficient treatment is
lost. Given these facts, the identification of mark-
ers predicting response to primary chemotherapy
would be of great advantage.

Several studies have shown that gene expres-
sion profiling is a successful tool that can not
only be used for the classification of breast can-
cer3, but can also help to distinguish prognos-
tic subgroups 235,236,261 and to predict response
to neoadjuvant chemotherapy237,238. In the
study described here, we compared two dif-
ferent neoadjuvant chemotherapy regimens to
identify gene expression patterns that can pre-
dict response to AD- versus AC-based chemo-
therapy. Additionally, gene expression profiles
of primary breast tumors before treatment were
compared with those in tumors remaining after
chemotherapy.

The majority of the patients were treated
within a randomized, phase II, single-institution
study performed at the Netherlands Cancer Insti-
tute. Patients with invasive breast cancer greater
than 3 cm and/or at least one tumor-positive
axillary lymph node were eligible for the study
and randomized between AC- and AD-based
neoadjuvant chemotherapy. In addition, patients
who had undergone standard AC neoadjuvant
chemotherapy identical to the treatment of the
patients in the AC arm of the randomized study
were included in the analysis.

In total, 62 patients were included in this
study; 57 participated in the randomized trial,
and five were treated with AC outside the
prospective trial. Fourteen patients had to be
excluded from the analysis mainly because of
the low percentage of tumor cells in the biopsy
material. All patients gave informed consent,
and the trial was approved by the Medical Eth-
ical Committee of the Netherlands Cancer Insti-
tute. For all patients, 14-gauge biopsies of the

breast tumor were taken under ultrasound guid-
ance, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored
at −70 ◦C. Patients were subsequently treated
with six cycles of AC or six cycles of AD. In the AC
arm, patients received six cycles of doxorubicin
60 mg/m2 and cyclophosphamide 600 mg/m2,
whereas patients in the AD arm were treated
with six cycles of doxorubicin 50 mg/m2 and
docetaxel 75 mg/m2. Chemotherapy was admin-
istered every 3 weeks. After the last course
of chemotherapy, patients underwent mastec-
tomy or breast-conserving treatment according
to the standard protocols used at our insti-
tute. From the 18 remaining tumors obtained at
surgery, material was snap-frozen and used for
microarray analysis. Response to chemotherapy
was monitored by magnetic resonance imaging
before treatment and after two and six courses
of chemotherapy. Three patients did not com-
plete chemotherapy because they showed pro-
gressive disease after four or five courses of
chemotherapy.

The response of the primary tumor to chemo-
therapy was evaluated clinically using imaging
(mammography, ultrasound, and magnetic res-
onance imaging) and at pathologic evaluation.
The principal end point was pCR, which was
evaluated by pathologic examination of the sur-
gical specimen. A pCR was defined as no resid-
ual tumor cells seen at microscopy. When a
small number of scattered tumor cells was seen,
the samples were classified as near pCR (npCR).
Because the aim of this study was to iden-
tify a gene expression profile associated with a
high sensitivity of the primary tumor to chemo-
therapy, tumors with a npCR were included in
the group of complete remission for analytic pur-
poses. A partial response (PR) was defined as
a reduction of the tumor mass of at least 50 %
and was evaluated by reviewing the combined
clinical and imaging information. Patients with
a residual tumor mass of more than 50 % were
classified as non-responders.

RNA isolation and amplification were per-
formed as previously described47. One 5-μm
tissue section (usually after 15 30-μm sections)
of each biopsy and the first and the last section
of each remaining tumor were hematoxylin and
eosin stained to monitor the tumor cell percent-
age of the tissue. Only specimens with ≥ 50% of
tumor cells were included in further analysis.



Patients and methods

cRNA labeling and microarray hybridiza-
tions have been performed as described by
Weigelt et al. 47. The reference pool consisted
of equal amounts of amplified cRNA of 100
invasive breast carcinomas. All experiments
have been performed as dye-swaps on 18k
human microarrays (Central Microarray Facil-
ity, NKI Amsterdam, Amsterdam, the Nether-
lands; ) con-
taining 18432 cDNAs selected from the Research
Genetics Human Sequence Verified library. Fluo-
rescent images were obtained by using the DNA
Microarray Scanner G2565B (Agilent, Palo Alto,
CA).

To validate the quality of the microarray data
and the applied statistical routines, one in 10
hybridizations was a self-self hybridization. A
self-self experiment comprises the hybridization
of a RNA sample labeled with both dyes under
the same conditions as all other arrays. These
self-self experiments have been used to measure
platform noise and as a negative control in the
error model.

Microarray images were analyzed with Ima-
Gene Software (BioDiscovery Inc, El Segundo,
CA), and data have been exported to � statisti-
cal package262 (NKI Microarray Facility) for nor-
malization. Analyses were performed both on
the whole data set and for the different chemo-
therapy regimens separately.

Background-corrected intensities were used
to calculate log2 transformed ratios. The
ratios were normalized using a lowess fit
per subarray, as described earlier 263. After
normalization, an error model tailored to
our NKI platform was applied to identify
significant regulation

264. The error model
uses a dye-swapped pair of hybridizations to
calculate the weighted average ratio per gene
and a P value indicating the chance a gene is
falsely classified as regulated. The error model
was validated using self-self hybridizations that
yielded no significantly regulated genes (data
not shown). Genes were considered to be differ-
entially expressed if they had a P < 0.01.

To perform analysis on the different subsets,
the number of genes was reduced by filtering out
genes that did not significantly change in expres-
sion. The number of samples in which a gene
should be significantly regulated was predefined
and combined with a maximum number of miss-
ing values of four, to end up with a set of 5000
to 7000 genes because this number is optimal for
most analysis steps.

Two-dimensional unsupervised hierarchical
clustering using Pearson correlation as distance
function and Complete Linkage was performed
with Genesis software (Institute for Genomics
and Bioinformatics, Graz University of Technol-
ogy, Graz, Austria;

) 265.

To identify genes differentially expressed in
pretreatment biopsies of responders and non-
responders as well as in breast cancer specimens
before and after treatment, we applied a super-
vised classification method as described previ-
ously236,266,267. The pathologic and clinical data
were used to match the patients to the differ-
ent response groups. Patients with a pCR or
npCR were termed responders; whereas non-
responders could have a clinical and/or patho-
logic PR, stable disease (SD), or progressive dis-
ease. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) was calcu-
lated for every gene to identify the genes most
relevant to the defined groups. SNR is defined as

μG1 −μG2

σG1 +σG2
(3.1)

where G1 and G2 are the groups containing
the log2-transformed ratios for a gene; μ is the
mean, and σ is the standard deviation.

To reduce the chances of including false-
positive genes, we generated 2000 random
group definitions by shuffling the labels assigned
to the samples and calculated the SNR values
for all genes (Monte Carlo randomization). The
SNR values of the permutations per gene are
approximately normally distributed. When the
SNR values of the defined groups are ordered
and plotted together with their confidence lev-
els resulting from the permutations, the graph
quickly reveals the number of genes that can be
selected with respect to the false-positive chance.

Once a set of genes has been identified for
the two defined groups, a profile is determined
by calculating the mean expression ratio for each
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Patient characteristics.

Characteristic No. of [%]
Patients

Age [years]
Median 46
Range 24-70

Histology*

IDC 40 83
ILC 6 13
NA 2 4

Tumor grade*

2 25 52
3 21 44
NA 2 4

Tumor diameter [cm]
Median 4
Range 1.5 – 9

Immunostaining*

ER positive 28 58
PR positive 20 42
Her2/neu positive 15 31
p53 positive 17 35

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy

6 × AC 22 46
6 × AD 22 46
Not completed AC 2 4
Not completed AD 2 4

Response

pCR/almost pCR 10 21
Residual disease 38 79

Surgery/radiotherapy

Mastectomy 24 50
Breast-conserving treatment 22 46
Radiotherapy without surgery 2 4

Note: Tumors have been determined as PR or ER positive if ≥ 1 % of the cells
were stained. Specimens with≥ 50% of the cells stained for p53 were considered
positive. Tumors with either 2+ or 3+ staining for HER2 are scored positive.
Abbreviations:
ER = estrogen receptor IDC = invasive ductal carcinoma
PR = progesteron receptor ILC = invasive lobular carcinoma
AC = doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide pCR = pathologic complete remission
AD = doxorubicin and docetaxel NA = not assessable
*Information obtained before chemotherapy treatment.

gene. Classification is performed by calculating
the Pearson correlation coefficient for all sam-
ples to both profiles and plotting them in two-
dimensional space. Separation usually occurs at
the x = y line, but other cutoffs can be chosen if
minimizing false-positives or false-negatives has
a higher priority236.

Although only individually significant SNRs
are included, it is possible that less genes per-
form better at separating the two groups236. To
determine the optimal number of genes separat-
ing the groups, a cross-validation procedure is
used as described earlier 236,268.
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Supplementary information on the methods
and additional results are provided at the follow-
ing Web site:

.

We included 62 patients in this study; 57
had participated in the randomized phase II
trial, and five were treated with AC outside of
this trial. Gene expression profiling was per-
formed on tumor material obtained from 24
patients treated with neoadjuvant AC and from
24 patients treated with neoadjuvant AD. Gene
expression of the pretreatment biopsy could only
be determined for 31 patients. For two patients,
only expression profiles of the remaining tumor
after neoadjuvant chemotherapy were obtained;
and for 15 patients, expression profiles of both
the biopsy before treatment and the tumor after
treatment were obtained. Patient characteristics
are listed in Table 3.1.

Ten patients (21 %) had a pCR or npCR of
the primary tumor (five patients after AC and
five after AD); 22 patients (46 %) had a PR
(11 patients after AC and 11 after AD); and
16 patients (33 %) showed no response (eight
patients after AC and eight after AD). For the 14
patients who could not be included in the analy-
sis, the clinical and pathologic characteristics,
as described in Table 3.1, were not statistically
significantly different from those of the patients
who could be analyzed.

Data were filtered to obtain a reason-
able number of significantly regulated genes
(between 5000 and 7000). Filtering was indi-
vidually performed on all datasets (supplemen-
tal Table 1;

).

To identify a gene expression pattern in the
pre-chemotherapy biopsy predicting response to
neoadjuvant chemotherapy, we compared the
gene expression profiles of patients with a pCR
or npCR with the gene expression pattern in the
biopsies of patients showing PR, SD, or progres-
sive disease. Analyses were performed for the

whole patient series as well as separately for the
patients treated either in the AC arm or in the
AD arm of the study.

Unsupervised two-dimensional hierarchical
clustering groups tumors based on their overall
similarities in gene expression. The biopsies of
tumors that showed a npCR and those that did
not show a npCR did not cluster in two distinct
groups (data not shown).

We subsequently performed Monte Carlo
randomizations to identify genes differentially
expressed between the groups of interest. No
significant SNRs were found. In addition, we
also applied Monte Carlo randomization to the
AC and AD arms separately. Again, no significant
SNRs were found (data not shown).

We also tested this approach on groups of
patients who were subdivided in other ways
(npCR vs SD and SD vs npCR and PR). Again,
no gene expression signature significantly asso-
ciated with response to neoadjuvant chemo-
therapy was identified.

The supervised classification approach used
up to this point selects reporter genes on an
individual basis based on the SNR. However, it
is quite possible that response to neoadjuvant
chemotherapy could only be predicted based
on combinatorial effects between genes. For
example, individual genes may not show any
correlation with the outcome, but in the joint
space spanned by a number of genes, respon-
ders and non-responders could be separated. To
investigate this possibility, we also evaluated the
Liknon classifier 269 on this data set in a cross-
validation setting. This classifier simultaneously
selects the genes and trains the classifier in high-
dimensional spaces. Across a wide range of
parameter settings of the classifier, it was impos-
sible to separate the groups. The best performing
classifier misclassified all non-responders (i.e., it
simply predicted nonresponse, regardless of the
gene expression profile). This strengthens the
conclusion that no profile predictive of response
to neoadjuvant chemotherapy could be found.

Unsupervised clustering. Gene expression pro-
filing was performed on 46 pretreatment biop-
sies and 17 posttreatment tumors. From 15
patients, tumor material obtained before and
after treatment was available. Two-dimensional
hierarchical clustering was used to order all
samples according to their similarities in gene
expression (Figure 3.1). Six tumors obtained
after treatment clustered adjacent to the sam-
ple of the same patient obtained before treat-
ment. Five of these six patients did not show
any response to the chemotherapy but had SD.
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A

B

SD SD SD SD SD PR

(A) Dendogram of the hierarchical clustering of all pretreatment biopsies and breast tumor
specimens after treatment with doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide or doxorubicin and docetaxel. (B)
Scaled-down representation of the entire cluster (5086 genes, 46 biopsies, and 18 tumors). T (yellow),
tumor after treatment; B (orange), pretreatment biopsy; SD, stable disease; PR, partial remission.
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List of genes distinguishing between tumor material obtained before treatment and remain-
ing tumors after chemotherapy.

Rank Gene Symbol Accession No. Annotation

Classifier for both chemotherapies

1 LOC339005 AAO22910 ESTs, moderately similar to 810024C cytochrome oxidase 1
(Homo sapiens)

2 RPL35 AA625634 Ribosomal protein L35
3 SIP AA629849 Calcyclin binding protein
4 C11orf10 AA128316 Chromosome 11 open reading frame 10
5 TIMM8B AA629910 Translocase of inner mitochondrial membrane 8 (yeast)

homolog B
6 COX7B AA629999 Cytochrome c oxidase subunit VIIb
7 LAMR1 AA629897 Laminin receptor 1 (67 kd, ribosomal protein SA)
8 H90134 NA
9 ACTR1B AA682260 ARP1 actin-related protein 1 homolog B, centractin beta
10 CYR61 AA012944 Cysteine-rich, angiogenic inducer, 61
11 MSR1 AI342012 Macrophage scavenger receptor 1
12 NOLA3 AA464531 Nucleolar protein family A, member 3 (H/ACA small nucle-

olar RNPs)
13 C20orf155 N29545 Chromosome 20 open reading frame 155
14 C15orf29 AA127879 Chromosome 15 open reading frame 29
15 GUK1 AA490902 Guanylate kinase 1
16 NFE2L3 AA045574 Nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 3
17 AGXT2L1 R56793 Homo sapiens mRNA for alanine:glyoxylate aminotrans-

ferase 2 homolog 1, splice form 1 (AGXT2L1 gene)
18 RPS10 AI611010 Ribosomal protein S10
19 LRRK2 AA283609 Leucine-rich repeat kinase 2
20 HSPC163 AA053139 HSPC163 protein
21 ATP5I AA431433 ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F0 complex,

subunit e
22 ZNF291 H10995 Zinc finger protein 291
23 KIAA1036 AI360738 KIAA1036 protein
24 FLJ10349 W81472 Hypothetical protein FLJ10349
25 SF3B5 R78559 |

R78514
Splicing factor 3b, subunit 5, 10 kd

26 FLJ34870 AA022953 FLJ34870 protein
27 RY1 AA293192 Putative nucleic acid-binding protein RY-1
28 POLR2H AI554561 Polymerase (RNA) II (DNA directed) polypeptide H
29 ARSI AA426022 Arylsulfatase family, member I
30 SS18L2 AA487223 Synovial sarcoma translocation gene on chromosome 18-

like 2

Classifier of the AC arm

1 LOC339005 AA022910 Hypothetical protein LOC339005
2 H90134 NA
3 PFDN4 AA253430 Prefoldin 4
4 SFRS3 AA598400 Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 3
5 AA058579 Transcribed locus
6 AA521370 ESTs
7 RPL35 AA625634 Ribosomal protein L35
8 COX7B AA629999 Cytochrome c oxidase subunit VIIb
9 LAF4 H99588 Lymphoid nuclear protein related to AF4

(continued on following page)
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List of Genes.

Rank Gene Symbol Accession No. Annotation

10 CDH12 R70233 |
AI732287

Cadherin 12, type 2 (N-cadherin 2)

11 R93744 NA
12 ZNF291 H10995 Zinc finger protein 291
13 RPS10 AI611010 Ribosomal protein S10
14 C15orf29 AA127879 Chromosome 15 open reading frame 29
15 PSMA2 R71913 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, alpha type, 2
16 SLBP AA629558 Stem-loop (histone) binding protein
17 CRBN N62213 Cereblon
18 FBXO10 AA634424 F-box protein 10
19 MRPS33 AA779391 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein S33
20 NDUFB3 AI675527 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1, beta subcomplex, 3

(12 kd, B12)
21 MGC29729 AA910981 Hypothetical protein MGC29729
22 EIF2S2 AA027240 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2, subunit 2 (beta, 38

kd)
23 ADAMTS19 R44564 A disintegrin-like and metalloprotease (reprolysin type)

with thrombospondin type 1 motif, 19
24 MSR1 AI342012 Macrophage scavenger receptor 1
25 AA663551 Transcribed locus
26 AA410289 CDNA FLJ35491 fis, clone SMINT2008625, moderately sim-

ilar to glycine cleavage system H protein precursor
27 AA970908 |

AI733259
Transcribed locus

28 AA196979 ESTs, weakly similar to protease (Homo sapiens)
29 CBL W73366 Cas-Br-M (murine) ecotropic retroviral transforming

sequence
30 MGC22679 H70498 Hypothetical protein MGC22679
31 RPIA AA478717 Ribose 5-phosphate isomerase A (ribose 5-phosphate

epimerase)
32 ZNF397 AA055170 Zinc finger protein 397
33 CYR61 AI014487 Cysteine-rich, angiogenic inducer, 61
34 EIF2S2 R93622 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2, subunit 2 (beta, 38

kd)
35 FLJ42709 N63032 Hypothetical gene supported by AK124699
36 NOLA3 AA464531 Nucleolar protein family A, member 3 (H/ACA small nucle-

olar RNPs)
37 RPS7 AI675707 Ribosomal protein S7
38 GOLGB1 AA485974 Golgi autoantigen, golgin subfamily b, macrogolgin (with

transmembrane signal), 1
39 LAMR1 AA629897 Laminin receptor 1 (67 kd, ribosomal protein SA)
40 SIP AA629849 Siah-interacting protein
41 H59871 NA
42 PSMA4 AA733040 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, alpha type, 4
43 GMFB AI363449 Glia maturation factor, beta
44 FLJ34870 AA022953 FLJ34870 protein
45 N74625 NA
46 CYR61 AA012944 Cysteine-rich, angiogenic inducer, 61
47 HSPC111 AA504814 Hypothetical protein HSPC111
48 LOC440448 AA464251 Homo sapiens cDNA: FLJ20944 fis, clone ADSE01780

(continued on following page)
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List of Genes.

Rank Gene Symbol Accession No. Annotation

49 CBX3 W69106 Chromobox homolog 3 (HP1 gamma homolog, Drosophila)
50 ZFR H22953 Zinc finger RNA binding protein
51 FANCG AA430675 Fanconi anemia, complementation group G
52 SS18L2 AA487223 Synovial sarcoma translocation gene on chromosome 18-

like 2
53 ELYS AI688780 ELYS transcription factor-like protein TMBS62
54 PTRF AA418829 RNA polymerase I and transcript release factor
55 MAP3K7 N46414 Mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 7
56 TIMM8B AA629910 Translocase of inner mitochondrial membrane 8 (yeast)

homolog B
57 PFAAP5 AI000261 Phosphonoformate immunoassociated protein 5
58 N68473 NA
59 KCNJ13 H97806 Potassium inwardly rectifying channel, subfamily J, member

13
60 CYR61 AA777187 Cysteine-rich, angiogenic inducer, 61
61 EGR1 AA486533 Early growth response 1
62 SPTA1 AA001897 Spectrin, alpha, erythrocytic 1 (elliptocytosis 2)
63 HIST1H4K AI653010 H4 histone family, member D
64 SOX12 AA866160 SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 22
65 AA630169 ESTs
66 ZCCHC10 AA708627 Zinc finger, CCHC domain containing 10
67 C20orf44 R82522 Chromosome 20 open reading frame 44
68 BNC2 W70259 Basonuclin 2
69 MGC15634 AI005323 Hypothetical protein MGC15634
70 AUP1 AA465653 Ancient ubiquitous protein 1
71 JJAZ1 AA521347 Joined to JAZF1

Classifier of the AD arm

1 SLC39A10 AA491292 Solute carrier family 39 (zinc transporter), member 10
2 UQCR AA629862 Ubiquinol-cytochrome c reductase (6.4 kd) subunit
3 MYH11 AA126989 Myosin, heavy polypeptide 11, smooth muscle
4 C11orf10 AA128316 Chromosome 11 open reading frame 10
5 AGXT2L1 R56793 Alanine-glyoxylate aminotransferase 2-like 1
6 TIMM8B AA629910 Translocase of inner mitochondrial membrane 8 homolog B

(yeast)
7 RBMS1 AA465687 RNA binding motif, single stranded interacting protein 1
8 LSM7 AA402875 LSM7 homolog, U6 small nuclear RNA associated (S. cere-

visiae)
9 POLR2H AI554561 Polymerase (RNA) II (DNA directed) polypeptide H
10 EVI5 W47387 Ecotropic viral integration site 5
11 SIP AA629849 Siah-interacting protein
12 NDUFA7 AA022627 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 alpha subcomplex, 7,

14.5 kd
13 TMEM4 AA482224 Transmembrane protein 4
14 CD14 AA425211 CD14 antigen
15 AI493835
16 C9orf123 AA016225 Chromosome 9 open reading frame 123
17 KIF2 AA488297 Kinesin heavy-chain member 2

Abbreviations: NA, not assessable; AC, doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide; AD, doxorubicin and
docetaxel.
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Ranked signal to noise ratio (SNR) values of the pretreatment and post-treatment tumor
specimens (•) plotted against the distribution per gene after 2000 group label permutations (CIs: 0 %,
•; 50 %, •; 95 %, •; 99 %, •; and 99.999 %, •). The 99.999 % cutoff is used to determine the thresh-
old where less than one false-positive gene is expected in the filtered gene set. AC, doxorubicin and
cyclophosphamide; AD, doxorubicin and docetaxel.

In addition, hierarchical clustering was per-
formed on 15 pairs of samples obtained from
the same patients before and after chemo-
therapy. Clustering results were highly con-
sistent with the ones obtained from the whole
data set. Eight pairs clustered together, and six
of them were already clustering next to each
other by using the whole data set (supplemental
Figure 1S at

).

Supervised classification. The results of the
unsupervised clustering indicated that tumors
responding to chemotherapy showed major
changes in gene expression. Remarkably, no
prominent changes in overall gene expres-
sion could be observed when tumors did not
respond to chemotherapy. To identify genes
that are differentially expressed between biopsy
and postchemotherapy tumor tissue, we per-
formed supervised classification. Figure 3.2
shows ranked SNR values and indicates the num-
ber of genes discriminating between untreated
and treated tumor specimens. The optimal num-
ber of genes has subsequently been determined
by cross validation. Using nine-fold cross valida-
tion on the whole data set containing 46 biopsies
before treatment and 17 specimens after treat-
ment, an optimal number of 30 genes was iden-
tified that distinguished before and after treat-
ment samples with an average performance of
89 % (Figure 3.3A).

By analyzing only the data of the patients
treated in the AC arm (22 biopsies and nine
tumors after treatment), a class predictor con-
sisting of 71 genes with an average performance

of 93 % was found in a 10-fold cross-validation
procedure (Figure 3.3B). In the AD arm (24 biop-
sies and eight specimen after treatment), a clas-
sifier of 17 genes with an average performance
of 87 % was identified in an eight-fold cross-
validation procedure (Figure 3.3C). Most of the
genes separating the group of untreated biop-
sies from the tumors after chemotherapy are
involved in the metabolism of the cell. A few
genes play a role in proliferation or apoptosis
(Table 3.2).

Supervised classification and cross val-
idation were also performed on the 15
paired samples only. These results are
provided at

; supple-
mental Figure 2S and Table 2.

We have performed gene expression profiling of
RNA isolated from core-needle biopsies from pri-
mary breast carcinomas before treatment with
neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Patients in this
study received either AC or AD.

The primary goal of the study was to identify
a classifier predicting the response of the primary
tumor to either AC or AD chemotherapy. Fur-
thermore, changes in gene expression patterns
of the tumors induced by chemotherapy treat-
ment were identified by comparing the profiles
of the pretreatment biopsy with the profiles of
the tumors after treatment.

No significant differences in the gene expres-
sion of untreated tumors from patients with
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npCR compared with all other patients were
observed. Even when response to chemotherapy
was defined in different ways (eg, any response
vs no response), no predictive gene expression
profile could be identified. These findings indi-
cate that there are no dominant gene expres-
sion signatures that account for the large differ-
ences in patient responses to AC and AD chemo-
therapy in breast cancer. However, this does not
exclude the existence of a relatively subtle pre-
dictive profile, which may only become apparent
when a larger set of patients can be evaluated.
Of course, patient-associated factors, including
drug metabolism, also have an important influ-
ence on chemotherapy response, which cannot
be measured using gene expression profiling of
the tumor.

Gene expression patterns predicting response
of the primary breast tumor to neoadjuvant
chemotherapy have been described by others.
Chang et al. 238 studied the response to neoad-
juvant docetaxel monotherapy in 24 patients
and found a correlation between the expres-
sion of 92 genes and response. Ayers et al. 237,
using a similar study design, determined a pro-
file of 74 genes predicting response to neoad-
juvant paclitaxel/fluorouracil plus doxorubicin
plus cyclophosphamide (T/FAC) in 24 patients,
which was validated in a group of 18 patients.

Interestingly, both studies applied different
definitions of patient response. Chang et al. 238

arbitrarily defined sensitive tumors as those with
less than 25 % residual disease because this cut-

off divided the samples into two equally sized
groups. Ayers et al. 237 only classified patients
without any residual invasive cancer as respon-
ders. Additionally, these investigators isolated
RNA from fine-needle aspirates from the pri-
mary tumor, rather than core-needle biopsies.
There are also differences in tumor size of the
patients included in the study of Chang et al. 238

(median tumor diameter, 8 cm) compared with
our study (median tumor diameter, 4 cm). The
classifiers described by Chang et al. 238 and Ayers
et al. 237 predict patient’s response to docetaxel
monotherapy and T/FAC, respectively. In con-
trast, our patients were treated with either AC
or AD. Given the fact that we could not deter-
mine a predictor of response in a similar number
of patients compared with the other two studies,
there might be no strong predictive profile for
response to AC- or AD-containing chemotherapy.

In this pilot study, we are able to show
that the administration of neoadjuvant chemo-
therapy causes major changes in gene expression
in locally advanced breast cancer responding to
treatment. However, no changes occur when the
tumor does not respond.

These results are in contrast with a study
by Buchholz et al. 239. Biopsies from one
patient obtained before treatment and 24 and 48
hours after initiation of treatment clustered more
closely together than samples obtained from dif-
ferent patients. Also Perou et al. 3 showed that
the gene expression profiles in two tumor sam-
ples from the same patient are more similar to
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each other than to samples from other individu-
als. Our data indicate that tumors that are sen-
sitive to the chemotherapy administered to the
patients develop significant changes in their gene
expression profile during the courses of neoadju-
vant chemotherapy, whereas resistant tumors do
not.

These opposing results between our study
and the one of Buchholz et al. 239 may be a result
of the fact that the time points of the second and
third biopsy in the latter study were 1 and 2 days
after the initiation of treatment, respectively. A
large part of the changes in gene expression may
only occur later in time and would have been
missed by using this approach.

Within our data set, the classifier separating
treated from untreated samples consists of the
first 71 genes in the AC group or the top 17
genes in the AD group. The classifier of the
AD arm contains one gene involved in apoptosis;
CD14 antigen is known to bind apoptotic cells
and to be part of the mitogen-activated protein
kinase signaling pathway. Most of the genes that
were differentially expressed are involved in the
metabolism of the cell (e.g., Cox7B and LAMR1
in the AC arm and PolR2H and LSM7 in the
AD arm). These results indicate that resistance
or sensitivity of tumor cells to chemotherapy is
not only dependent on apoptotic pathways and
cell cycle regulation, but that other biologic pro-
cesses also are required for this process. It may
also be that the genes determined in these clas-
sifiers have additional, as yet unknown functions
in regulating cell death, drug sensitivity, or cell
communication, which contribute to sensitivity
or resistance of tumors to neoadjuvant chemo-
therapy.

To implement our results in a clinical set-
ting, a classifier should be established for early
response of the tumor to chemotherapy by
comparing the gene expression profile of the
untreated biopsy with the gene expression pro-
file of a biopsy obtained after one course of
chemotherapy. If the response classifier is
present in the tumor, the treatment could be
continued, whereas the absence of the classifier
would imply that patients should be treated with
another chemotherapeutic regimen.

In summary, we showed that the differences
in gene expression between responders and non-
responders to neoadjuvant chemotherapy must
be rather subtle. No prominent gene expression
profiles predicting patient’s response to neoad-
juvant chemotherapy emerge from the neoadju-
vant studies carried out to date, including this
interim report presented here. The correla-
tion of gene expression profiles with response to
neoadjuvant chemotherapy may currently repre-
sent the most feasible and powerful approach to
identify response classifiers. However, relatively
large studies will be required to achieve reliable
and clinically useful predictive tests.
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